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Macro For this assignment I decided that I wanted to 

improve my macro skills so I bought flowers and 

succulents to practice on. I took several images and 

these are my favorite including the ones on the cover 

page, back page, and table of contents. I then 

took the photos into camera raw and changed the 

exposure, along with other settings.



Heritage
This photo is of my roommate, Christina, who 
wanted to do a Native American photo shoot. 
We saw similar images of someone else on a 
social media channel. I bought the paint and 
painted her face and darkened her makeup. I 
edited most of the photos in Adobe Camera 
Raw along with Adobe Photoshop.

She has a tapestry in her room which we used 
for a background. We also used a speedlight 
with a difuser to give a soft light. I also placed 
a flash card in front of my flash to make the 
light bounce off the walls to only hit a specific 
part of her face. 



Shallow

For my shallow photos I decided to focus 
on diamond rings. For the top left image 
I used a 50mm lens. For the left middle 
image I used a macro tube and a 18-
135mm lens to be able to zoom in closely. 
For the image on the right side I only used 
my 18-135 mm lens. All photos were edited 
in Adobe Camera Raw and Photoshop.

Perspective



Abstract Art



Fine Art
I took all of these images in Bannack, Montana when I 
went on a photography excursion in February. The image 
on this page was taken by random. I was exhuasted from 
taking pictures all day and I randomly took this photo 
and it has become one of my favorites.

Another favorite of mine if the image on the next page on 
the right. It is the image of the barber chair. The lighting 
was just right and I bumped up the contrast which helped 
define a lot of details. 

The two smaller images on the next page were hidden 
gems that I found as I was sorting those my images. I 
thought that they weren’t good enough for my blog posts 
but looking closely I fell in love with them.

All images were edited in Adobe Camera Raw and 
Adobe Photoshop.



Portraits Typography
I love capturing candid moments. Those are moments that 
one always wants to remember. They are moments that we 
forget about a couple days later. All these images were taken 
on a Canon 70D using external light sources. 

For the image in the background, I had the models hold a 
continous light behind them. For the image on the bottom left, 
I used a reflector to be able to give a golden touch on the 
models’s face. For the image on the bottom right, I used a 
silver reflector to soften the face.

Finding the correct typography for your 
company and your message is very important. 
There will be times when potential custoemrs 
will walk away because the font on your 
products doesn’t appeal to them. 

For these image on thr the top right I used the 
fonts, Lemon/Milk and Caviar Dreams.

For the image on the bottom right, I used the 
front Caviar Dreams.



Reflective Art



Bannack
Montana

On February 24th of 2017, my digital imaging 
class took an all day field trip to the Bannack 
State Park to take photos. The photos on this 
page have been taken at the abandoned town.

Many of these models are students in the 
Professional Imaging class. They were not only 
there to guide us but to also help us adjust our 
image settings. I have learned new skills because 
of these amazing leaders and models.

All these images were some of my favorite ones 
from the field trip. The large image on the next 
page was selected to be printed out and hung 
in the Jacob Spori building at Brigham Young 
University - Idaho. 

All these images were edited in Adobe Camera 
Raw and continued in Photoshop.





Virginia Flores
My name is Virginia but please call me 
Vicky. I am from Los Angeles, California. If 
you know that area then I can tell you 
that I am from the San Ferenando Valley. 

I am a lover of dogs and food. I enjoy 
cooking all kinds of food. I also enjoy 
designing of all sorts! My parents are from  
El Salvador and Peru. I am funny or at 
least I think I am and I’m a hardworker.

I work hard to be the best that I can be. 
I will spend hours on YouTube if I don’t 
understand a concept and practice 
until I get it right. I am passionate and 
appreciate the creative process it takes 
to get things right.

All the images in this photobook were 
taken and edited by me, Virginia Flores.

PC: Cindy Green Love Photo
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